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The next meeting of the Melbourne Branch will be
held in the new offices of the Australian Insurance

Emc;ployees' Union at 105 Queen Street, Melbourne, 3000,
on Tuesday 17th August at 7*45 p.m.
i

The speaker uill be Lloyd Churchward whose subject
is 'The Relationship Between the Australian and American
for Recorder

A member noticed recently in the latest catalogue
from a Sydney antiquarian bookseller an advertisement

for an incomplete set of Recorder uhich was priced at
$75.

It uas also noted' that Recorder is referred to as

a useful reference in Henry Mayor's recently published
Research Guide to Australian Politics. This information

is a most fitting recogniJ;ion of the extremely valuable
work that Sam Merrifield, Tom Audley, the late Bertha
Ualker and others have done in preserving the history of
the Australian Labour Movement.
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It is also a reminder

to members that they should keep their copies of Recorder
which is already a collector's item.
Labour Party Historical Group in Greensborough,

A Labour Party Historical Group has been established

in-Greensborough on the initiative of Brian McKinlay who
addressed the first two meetings which were held at the

Diamond Valley Learning Centre. The meetings are open to
anybody who has an interest in Labour History. Those
meetings which have been held so far have been very well
attended and it is encouraging to note that a large
number of interested yodnger people were present.
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The first talk concernad the origins of organised

Labour in Victoria and the development of the Labor Party.
The second u/as about Labour during the first uorld war
uith specific reference to Labour's reaction to the
ponscription referenda, the 1916 Irish Rebellion and the
1917 Russian Revolution,

Meetings are held monthly and anyone w.ho wishes to
attend should contact Dim Garvey on 435-2882 for information
regarding the programme,

SEMINAR : LANG AMD HIS TIMES

, ,^1

This seminar uhich is co-sponsored by the journal
Labour History and the Department of Politics, Macquarie

University, is to be held at Macquarie University on

rni

" 24 August 1976 to commemorate the centenary of
Lang's birth. The focus will be on 3, T, Lang in
his political context. Emphasis will be given to the

n;-,

evolution of the State ALP and the Labour movement between

. ;?
'
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the wars, the constitutional implications of Lang's
dismissal, and Lang's impact on the growth of the Federal
H L M•

Among the papers presented will be;

Lang's inheritance; the NSU ALP, 1915 - 1919, Murray Perks,ANU
Politics in the suburbs; Lang as local politician.
Peter Spearritt, Macquarie,

Lang and Social Policy. Jill Rge, Macquarie

Lang and the NSU upper house. Heather Radi, Sydney,

"
I
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Lang exported; fear and loathing in Adelaide. Steve Dyer, ANU

Party and faction; the career of 'Stabber Jack' Beasley.
Peter Cook, LaTrobe,

The dismissal of Lano. Prof, J, M, Uard, Sydney*

Laflg's legacy; the response of Federal Labor, Beverley

ni
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Llayd, Bron Stevens and Pat yeller, ANU,

Cold war warrior; Lang in Federal parliament. John Ireinonger,«

J
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There will also be a panel on sources concerning

Lang which will be comprised of Miriam Dixon, Baiba Irving
and Ken Turner.

Among the contributions which may be included are
further papers on the conservative critique of Lang,
Lang's cultural chauvinism, the first Lang government,

Lang and the trade unions, the Labor Daily, the context
and sources of Lang's economic attitudes, and the New Guard.
It is envisaged that a book may come out of the
seminar papers.

By the end of Duly there were something like 125
registrations for the seminar which include at least two
members from the Melbourne Branch.

The Branch secretary

will give a report on the seminar at the October meeting.
HOU GREEN UAS MY VALLEY

Members are reminded that ABC Television is broad

casting a serialised version of the classic story of the
life of.a family in a Uelsh mining village.

It is shown

at 7.30 on Sunday evenings.

4
BOOK NOTES

Dustina Uilliams, The First Furrow

(Lone Hand Press,

Western Australia, 1976, pp. 184. Illustrated and indexed
$10.) This important book begins with the 'Legacy of
Convictism', ploughs through the origins of the trade
unions and the
Miller and the
picture of the
Interesting as

Labor Party, sketches the career of Monty
story of the lUU, and paints a strong
violence on the waterfront in 1919.
these early chapters are they only serve

as a preliminary to Ms. Williams' main concern, which is
a History of the Communist Party in the West from 1920
until 1942; this is the major section of the book

(pp. 84 - 181) and it is rich and valuable history, based
on original research and extensive interviews. Though
not 'scholarly' this part of the book provides anecdote
and vivid detail not available in the broader works of

Davidson and Gollan.

The dust jacket says that Ms Williams

'became a political radical early in life'.
■iT'l
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Thoro are very feu published accounts of the
experiences of Australian communists. To those of flcEuan,
Lockuoody Gibson, Sharpley and Turner must nou be added

that of Rex Mortimer - A Party member from 1943 until
1969 - In his article 'The Benefits of a Liberal Education'

in Mean.jin Quarterly. Vol. 35, No 2,
Phillip Adams has added his bit in a
but interesting account of his three
1950's uith the CPA in 'The Unmaking
in the Aoe. 3Gth June 1976, p. B.

June 1976, pp. 115 -126.
brief, light-hearted
year affair in the
of a Teenage Bolshevik'

Mr Prime Minister; Australian Prime Ministers 1901 - 1972

by Colin Hughes (OUP, 1976, pp. 208, $3-95) seems to be
aimed at senior secondary school students: it uill be a
useful beginners reference to some of the elementary
biographical information. The Index is excellent; the
illustrations are taken from 'Official Portrait' photographp.

The 25 March, 1976 issue of Rolling Stone (Australian

Edition, No. 209) has a lengthy and revealing intervieu by
Dick Hall, 'Frank Hardy's Journey: From Social Realism To
The Great Synthesis'. Humphrey McQueen gives an interim.',
report on the bits and pieces of material about John Uren
and the Labour movement which he has come across during

his researches, in a half-page article in Nation Review.
Vol. 6, No. 38, 2 - 8 July, 1976, p. 930.
The Times Literary Supplement of 9th April 1976, No. 3865,
is a special issue on 'Australian Themes': among the forty
or so reviews of major Australian Books are critical
examinations of Gollan's Revolutionaries and Reformists
and Lockwood's Black Armada.

Gollan's book is also the subject of a review article by
Andrew Reeves in Intervention (Melbourne), No. 6, June
1976, pp. 80 - 84.
Peter Cook

*

*

*

*

*

Workers' Educational Association

Muriel Heagney in an address at the Political Labor

Council Winter Lectures on 4/8/1915

recited the history

of the Association thus -

The form was inaugurated in England about 1905 by a
small group of Trade Unionists and Educationalists, most
of whom had been interested in the University Extension
Movement.

111'' rr
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Conferences uere held and eventually at Oxford on

diTiCfiO

10/8/1907, the formal objective and method of organisatidh';
were agreed to, the movement grew rapidly and nou (1915)

includes about 10,000 individual members and some 2,000

'• iMj

Trade Union and Educational Associations.

''

The report of 1913 - 1914 indicated some 145 classes,
3234 students of whom 2488 were men and 746 women.

l*lr. A, Mainbridge, General Secretary of the U.E.A.
visited Australia and secured solid support in each State
and from Universities, Education Departments and Trade
■ .

Unions,

Most support had been given in N,S,U, where a
Government Grant had enabled appointment of an organiser
from Sydney University for tutorial classes.

T>J

iiTiT

In Victoria, the association commenced about flarch

1914 and lack of funds has hampered the work, but 20

noil

unions have affiliated and assisted financially and whose

delegates comprise the greater number of the Council,

tn

also comprised of delegates from U.E.A, Branches, University
and the Education Department,
j;

Principal activities are tutorial classes, study
circles and public lectures,

•

r

i C'+X c, i. v'

A tutorial class consists of about 24 students, whd'|l'^^
undortake a definite'form of study of which. Political
Economy is by far the most popular subject. However,
literature, child life, and home nursing are also of
interest to the ladies,

fluriel expressed the hope that a branch of the U.E.A,

would complement the Political Labor Council in every
suburb,
'4

r

'-4 ,

Mr. C, R. Badger said Sir Tames Barrett took the

initiative informing the U.E.A, here and Mr, F, M, Eggleston
later MLA, and again later the author of "State Socialism

in Victoria," assisted in the incorporation.
■ I-'b?

on

On 2/3/1912, Eggleston said the initial steps
towards the formation here, wore taken early in 1911; and
a scheme drafted and submitted to a Committee,

It was

not adopted and lapsed for the time being.
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Hs than convened a meeting on 8/3/1912 at Imperial
Chambers. The scheme circulated proposed a Committee of
two from each of the Government of Victoria, University
of nelbourne, Trades Hall Council, Australian Natives
Association and co-opted members.
University delegate.

\0f

The Chairman to be a
'J ti-Z T

The subjects generally to be Economics, European,

English and Colonial History, Economic History, Political
Science and English Literature.
Other courses uere to be added from time to time.'

;

Classes weekly to extend from 1st April to 31st October
of 2 hour duration, students to write an essay each month
and to be open to artisans, unskilled labourers,
agricultural labourers, factory operatives, miners, shop
employees, civil servants of the general division and the

fifth class of Clerical division, primary teachers, seamen,

f-iU

.03
■ i1

clerks, and railway servants.

The salary of a tutor was £75 per session and funds
from donations, student fees to be hot exceeding £1 per
session; the balance of expense from a Government grant

■f

'

■inu
.r

of ^ share and ^ share each from T.H.C. and A.N.A.
V

The First Annual Conference was held at the University

on 16/l/l915 with Prof. Harrison Moore presiding.

Visitors included Meredith Atkinson M.A. of Sydney University*
General Secretary of the U.E.A. and author; Prof. Picken

of Ormond College, M. Miller of Hobart University, Mr. 3.

A. Leach (ornithologist) and Mr. Davey both of the Education
Department.

Delegates represented the University, H.N.A. and
U.E.A. Branches, Education Department, T.H.C. and individual
unions affiliated to the U.E.A.

The President said "obviously capacity for learning in !
not confined to the upper classes of the community and the
object of the U.E.A. was to bring out any increased demand
and provide studies for all who desire to pursue them."
The three separate Committees controlling the classes
were amalgamated into a central joint committee and where

: ; r" 1

.isI
nl

no tutors were available to select leaders to commence

study circles on those subjects.
iatl.
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The President uas re-elected, the Vice Presidents,
John Lemtnon rt.LcA. and Mr. J, A. Laach, the Secretary,
L. T. Leathley, Council included John Curtin, F. n.Eggleston
L.L.B., the nisses Muriel Heagney, Mantach, and Sara Leuis
and five other members.

Lecturers in the evening were Mr, Smyth (President of
the Teachers Training College) Meredith Atkinson and
F, M, Eggleston,

One of the lecturers in 1915 uas Mr, R. G. Menzies,

On 28/8/1915, Monty O'Doud (a founder of Melbourne
I.U.U, Club, and of the Social Democratic Party of Perth)
expressed the opinion that the U.E.A. uas a great idea

and the U.A. Branch had established 3 classes in History,
Economics and one other subject*

Professor Shann presided over one, Gilbert Foxcroft

(an Englishman with a suffragette wife, nee Lily Askuith)
another and A, U. Steuart over the Freemantle class.

Foxcroft and Steoart uere Socialists, Shann not so.
The N.S.U. U.E.A. held a sumposium in March 1944
to discuss the future of Adult Education in Australia.

The U.E.A. served the community over long periods
and that story belongs to another occasion.

\/ictoria as is knoun passed legislation in 1947

to give greater status to the uhole conception and the
uork is still carried on over uide fields and increasing
numbers of participants by the Council of Adult Education,
Sam Merrifield

b"''

*

*

*

*

SOME ASPECTS OF THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE VICTORIAN BRANCH
OF THE LABOUR HISTORY SOCIETY

Sam Merrifield talks about the ASSLH uith Peter Love

(continued from previous issue)
Q.

In the membership, do you have many people uho are still

very active in the Labour movement in either the industrial
or political arms?

PAGE 3-
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Naturally us are only a small active body and therefore
the numbers that could be in any sphere uould be
small too. I have been, of course, in active politics.
Then, Tom Audley uas a long-serving nember of the
Shop Assistants' Union and in earlier life uas the

General Secretary of the U.I.I.U. Roly Farrall was
a member of the I.U.U. 3im Garvey uas an interested

person, as far as I could gather, in the Connolly

Association of Australia. Lloyd and Barry uere

, c:'.!

purely academics. Bertha uas also in a political
party in earlier life but is Just an interested
form of person nou.

Q.

Of those people uho are simply members in the sense

that they pay their subscriptions and get the journal
and the Recorder sent to them, do you have any people
in politics at the moment in the society?
A.

Frank Crean uas a foundation member during the first
year and has been a continuous member ever since.

Arthur Caluell uas a member from the formative years
right up until his death. Arthur uas aluays interested
enough that uhenever he spotted anything of interest
he uould aluays photostat it and post it off to me.

Jim Cairns uas interested in the early years, in
fact he uas on the first list and he has remained
on our list to this day.

Q.

Uhen I glanced doun the list earlier I thought I sau

.no

Bob Hauke and various members of different unions.

A.

Bob Hauke has been a member for a long time.
I'm not sure uhether he is still a member. OUr

rou

theory in issuing the thing has been to sand copies
to Labour bodies, Ue have aluays sent copies to the
ACTU and the Trades Hall Council.

Ue had a feu

unions uho have been members for quite a time mainly
through Bert becoming Chairman. He goes to the
Trades Hall Council meetings each Thursday Night.
Bertha*8 nailed doun a feu unions. Tom frequents

the Trades Hall quite a bit and he nailed a feu uith
the result that ue have quite a feu trade unions on
the list.

Q.

Can you tell us if you think that there is any

;;■« r

uay that people in Canberra operate

the Society at that end and the uay in uhich the
Society uorks at the Victorian Branch level.

';1QM
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I think that there is an essential difference and

.

it is this: our object is all the same, to build a
stronger Society and to maintain a regular and high

"

,

quality journal portraying Labour History, but it

-i- t

seems to me the very lack of contact by people at
Canberra with people in the other capital cities has
meant that the Canberra Executive has become purely

"

a publishing executive.

Down hare ue have always accepted a minor role in

;

the sense that ue have always acknowledged the

\ ^"

claims at Canberra to be the Federal Executive in

"

every respect and to be the sole publisher without

criticism from us in any shape or form with respect

to Labour History. Ue felt our role being the

j

body down in the second largest capital city in

:*

Australia was to get members for the larger purpose.
Recorder was only one of the means to that end.
Ue felt that personal lectures where the enquirer
met lecturers in person and was able to ask questions

"

and remove any uncertainties in his own mind was an
opportunity in another form for people to satisfy

,

themsleves and become informed. Ue hoped that that
would also be a means towards the larger and, and I
think, broadly speaking, Canberra's become the publishing
executive and we've become the mass enrolment.

(End of interview)
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BRUNSUICK
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This is the text of a talk to the flelbourne Branch: -no

on 15th 3une, 1976 by Les Barnes.

rJsw
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Brunswick was one of the last Melbourne suburbs of

the nineteenth century to produce a wage-earning working
class - a proletariat in the classic sense - a necessity
for the establishment of a Labor Party. Hence, it was
one of the last to have a Labor Party and a Labor rep-

U

vine-

'jpfr
; n-n1

resentative in parliament.

Croun Land in Brunswick uas first sold in large, long
strips stretching about a quarter of a mile wide and running
from the marked out central road (Sydney Road) to the
Moonee Ponds and Merri Creeks. So, in the early days it
became an area comprised of large properties. There was
Phoenix Park, bordered by a line level with Phoenix Street
and the Cornish Arms back to the Moonee Ponds Creek and

RECORDER
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covering such later properties as the Toun Hall, the

Municipal yards, St, Ambrose's Church and school, and the
Hoffmann Brick Company, Sir Uilliam Clarke had a city
mansion in Sydney Road, McPherson - a later Premier one in Albion Street, Edmond De Carle had the Lyndhurst
estate in the narthi-east corner, and the Blythe and

Staley families shared a large tract of land on the east
side of Sydney Road stretching along uhat is now Blythe
Street and helping to make the fortune uhich ensured that
in the 19708 there uas a blue ribbon parliamentary seat

for Tony Staley and a cabinet seat in 1975.

To the south

were the tuo estates uhich spread across the centre of

Brunsuick, the Simpson estate on the uest side and Thomas
Wilkinson's estate on the east.

In the 1840s it uas

beleived that uhen Victoria obtained its oun government,

the Government House uould be in Royal Park, so the
•snobs' uanted to be in the vicinity.

Gold discovery changed all this. Brunsuick became
an important depot for the gold fields. It uas the last
built-up and shopping toun on the uay to the fields.
Shops supplying diggers' needs greu up all along Sydney
Road,

Hotels sprang up along the road too.

There uere tuo in the year 1054, the Sarah Sands and the
Edinburgh, the latter catering for the travellers from
the populous suburb of Collinguood,

These uere added to the existing Retreat and Brunsuick
pubs.
More important in the develppment of Brunsuick uas
the need for bricks, Brunsuick had the clay, Gleu had
already opened a small brick yard in south-uest Brunsuick
in 1848, but uith the great building operations in

Melbourne uhich the supply of blue stone could not cope
uith and the rapid uorking-out of the brick-yards of
South Yarra, there uas a turn to the clay of Brunsuick.
Little brick yards sprang up everyuhere but most reached
only small dimensions. Only tuo, Cornuall's and Barry
and Collier's employed any number of employees, Barry
and Collier built the Railuay Stations at Bendigo and
Spencer Street. The little clay-hole in Collier Street
uas soon uorked out and the company moved to large scale
production by opening a big hole on part of the Simpson
estate and turning their concern into the Hoffmann Brick
Company,

■-dT
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When parliamentary government came to Brunsuick in
1856 it uas largely a toun of uorking proprietors, shop
keepers or carriers, uith a limited number of employees.

aood
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The first election found Brunsuick as the main centre .ij -.i hns
within the East Bourke Borough electorate,
,
nwo
The first sleeted member was Richard Heales, himself a
nl on
small factory owner in St, Kilda, a temperance man and full nijoD
of enough l/ictorian reformism to suit the working people
n
of Brunswick,
'

'

f ..

In the 18603 when the tariff issue became the order

c>r;T

of the day Brunswick was always Protectionist for the
protection of drain pipes and pottery was always in every
tariff. The Protectionist party called itself Liberal

bsw
q ;

and Brunswick became a Liberal stronghold invariably
swinging the rest of the East Bourke Borough to the

bnnj

Liberal cause, U, (*1, Cook and Thomas Spencer Cope had n,tb ,op
safe seats, Uhen Brighton rejected the old true liberal - iM one
George Higinbotham East Bourke Borough provided a haven;
he held the seat until 1876 when he refused to line up
and resigned,

:
.K;
;.-i tu
1s:>f
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As with the rest of Melbourne, the Land Boom of the
IBBOs changed the town. In addition, the influx into the. /
suburb of migrants, penniless proletarians had a profound / .■

effect.

These people found work with ease.

group among these was the Irish,

An important ,

Almost all wage-earners

>

"

and Catholics, they changed the old pattern of selfemployed artisans, respectable Methodists or Presbyterians;
nfi
a new proletarian had arrived. The older pottery employers
grew with the boom or just dropped out. Most of them made
their bricks by hand and were limited to -a few thousand
a week, Hoffmann's grow rapidly. It became a limited
.wviT
company in 18B3, extended itsi activity to the south,
i .-il
built houses for its employees and was soon employing
i. yd
more than the rest put together. Some other yards such as
iHT
Cornwall, Barkly and Butlers grew too, but not to the extent ooj
of Hoffmanns,

n: o
id

At this time there were no unions and working conditions.

were bad. In the brickyard - potteries men worked in big
tin sheds which were cold in winter and hot in summer.

The wages which were set by the employers were only
regulated by the fluctuations of supply and demand and
starving migrants were glad to get wages far above what

they had received in England or, more particularly, Ireland,
Uorkers who were so placed voted for the Liberal Party
whiol* came more and more to represent their employers

rather than themselves. Many of them did not vote at all,
Uhen the land boom coalition was formed in 18B3, they voted

for it, even though it was headed by a Conservative,

4
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Brunsuick uas booming* The old estates uere being
cut up end sold by land societies ot building societies

•

and in these circumstances any uorking man could gat his

" '

oun home*
In those conditions Brunsuick .uox^tingmoo took
no interest in the efforts of the nelbourne Trades Hall
Council in 18B6 and 1BB9 to have Labour rosmbers elected

-li
:

to parliament*

- "^0
'If

All this ended in the great collapse of 1891 - 92*
The Premier Building Society went to the wall in 1889 and
started the ball rolling* The Maritime Strike uas a .
reflection of the uay things uere going* By 1892 industry

^ i -r:;

uas at a standstill, there uere empty houses everyuhere,

] tiri

the people could no longer pay the Building Societies or
Land Companies and as a result uere letting their purchases

go.

Brunsuick uas actually being depopulated*

"

By 1B92

-1

one third of the labour forces had left the toun for

.

either the goldfields or the country* The culmination
uas the closing of the banks in 1893 uhen most people
lost almost all their savings*
Uorkingmen faced uith the rigours of a depression not

=1 f :
'
^ ^ ru-

knoun before lost their faith in the Liberal Conservative
coalition uhich fell in late November 1890*
The neu

iL> :or

Premier uas James Munro the leading land boonsr* -Hou t
anyone, knouing uhat a mess Munro and his fellou boomers
had made, could imagine that he uould have any idea of
hou to rectify the situation is hard to understand*

.
-

Munro floundered along as things got uorse*

\oIt4mw
fn

s

,
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In April 1891 a by-election took place at Collinguood*
There uere already tuo Labor members in the House, but
^
they uere members of the Liberal caucus and uere regarded

r

by the Liberals as the voice of Labor uithin their party*

"tiLi

The Collinguood contest uas different. The Labour Electoral
"
League intended that their candidate uould be a Labour
' '

candidate, free of any association uith the Liberals and

the hated land boomers uho uere responsible for their
plight.

Labour uoni

The effect uas electric*

(To be continued next i.8sue)
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